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On the calculation of buckling loads by means of hybrid Ritz equations 

H. H. E. LEIPHOLZ ((WATERLOO) 

UsiNG the solution of the given problem and its adjoint problem, a functional H* is defined 
which is a kind of generalized Hamiltonian. This functional is found to be stationary. Applying 
a direct method to the variational equation involving H*, a system of hybrid Ritz equations is 
obtained which is used for the calculation of the buckling load. 

Posluguj'lc si~ rozwi'!Zaniem danego problemu i problemu z nim sprz~i:onego okreslono funk
cjonal H*, b~dClCY pewnym uog61nieniem hamiltonianu. Stosuj'lc do r6wnania wariacyjnego, 
zawieraj'lcego H* metod~ bezposredni'l, otrzymano uklad hybrydowych r6wnan Ritza, kt6re 
uzyto nast~pnie do obliczania obciClien fiatterowych. 

ilOJTh3YHCb pemeHHHMH paCCMaTpHBaeMOH H COllpHH<eHHOH C HeR 3a,n;aq MOH<HO llOCTpOHTb 

cpym<I:.umHarr H*, HB.JIHIOI.QHHCH HeKoTopbiM o6o6I.QeHHeM raMHJThTOHHaHa. lh sapHauHoH

Horo ypasHeHHH, co.n;epH<ai.Qero H*, nonyqeHa CHCTeMa rH6pH,n;HbiX ypasHeHHH PHTu;a, Ko
TopaH 3aTeM HCITOJib3yeTCH ,ll;JIH pacqeTa cpJiaTTepHbiX Harpy30K. 

1. Introduction 

CONSIDER the rod shown in Fig. I subjected to nonconservative follower forces. The small 
vibrations of the rod about its equilibrium position are mathematically described by the 
boundary-eigenvalue problem 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

D[w] = ,uw+IXWxxxx+[q(l-x)wx]x+qwx = 0, 

w(O, t) = wx(O, t) = Wxx(l, t) = WxxxU, t) = 0. 

In (I. I), (1.2), w( x, t) is the lateral deflection of the rod, ,u its linear mass density, IX its 
flexural rigidity, I its length, and q is a uniformly distributed compressive load. 

FIG.l. FIG. 2. 

Consider also the rod shown in Fig. 2. In this case, the uniformly distributed load q 
remains in its original line of action regardless of the deformation of the rod. Everything 
else is the same as in the example. Whether a system like this can be realized physically 
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shall not matter. It has above all been taken into consideration because the boundary
eigenvalue problem 

(1.3) D*[v] = ftV+<XVxxxx+[q(/-x)vx]x-qVx = 0, 

(1.4) v(O, t) = vx(O, t) = Vxx{l, t) = VxxxU, t)-oc- 1qv(l, t) = 0, 

describing the small vibrations of the system in Fig. 2, is the adjoint problem of (1.1)~ (1.2). 
In the following it will be shown that the combination of these two systems, - the 

given one (1.1), (1.2), and its adjoint one (1.3), (1.4),- can be used to formulate a varia
tional principle for the calculation of the buckling load qcr of the first system (1.1), (1.2). 

The adjointness of the two systems is characterized by the following fact. Let 'fJJ be 
an admissible function satisfying the boundary conditions (1.2) and <P be another admissible 
function satisfying boundary conditions (1.4). Then 

(1.5) 

if 

(1.6) 

lz I tz I 

J J D[1p]<jJdxdt = J J D*[<jJ]1pdxdt, 
/10 t1 0 

2. A variational principle for nonconservative adjoint systems 

A generalized Lagrangian L *may be defined as 

I 

(2.1) L* = J !l'*dx 
0 

having the generalized Lagrangian density 

(2.2) 

As has been shown in [1], the generalized Lagrangian (2.1), (2.2) can be used to formulate 
a generalized system of Lagrange's equations of the second order which yields the differ
ential equations (1.1) and (1.3) as follows: 

(2.3) 
d lJL* lJL* 

dt (Ji; -&) = D[w] = 0, 

(2.4) !!__lJ~* _lJL* =D*([v]=O. 
dt lJw lJw 

In (2.3) and (2.4), variational (functional) derivatives of L * have been used, for example, 

tJL * o!l'* tJL * o!l'* a o!l'* o2 o!l'* 
(2·5) /Jw = ow ' /Jw = OW - OX OWx + OX2 . OWxx . 

Since (1.1) holds, the following is an identity: 

t2 I 

(2.6) lJ J J D[w]vdxdt = 0. 
tl 0 
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Carrying out the variation in (2.6), 

12 l 

(2.7) J J {D[bw]v+D[w]bv) dxdt = 0 
lt 0 

is obtained. Under the assumption that the variations bw satisfy (1.2), and the variations 
bv satisfy (1.4), the adjointness condition (1.5) can be applied to (2. 7) which yields 

12 l 

(2.8) J J {D*[v]bw+D[w]bv}dxdt = 0. 
lt 0 

Using (2.3) and (2.4) in (2.8) results in 

f
12f1

l[ d bL* bL* J [ d bL* bL* J } --. -- bw+ --.---- bv dxdt = 0. 
dt bw bw dt bv bv 

lt 0 

(2.9) 

This is obviously equivalent to 
12 

(2.10) b j L*dt = 0. 

Hence a generalized Hamilton's principle, i.e., a variational principle is valid for the two 
nonconservative adjoint systems under consideration. 

Taking (2.1) and (2.2) into account, (2.10) leads after some calculation to 

l 12 12 l 

(2.11) J[J (,ubwv+,uwbv)dt]dx+bJ j[-cxwxxVxx+q(l-x)wxvx-qwxv]dxdt = 0. 
0 ft lt 0 

In (2.11 ), the first integral on the left side can be changed into 

(2.12) 
l 12 12 l 

I [J (,u~wv + ,uwbv)dt]dx = J J [- ,uvbw- p,wbv]dxdt. 
0 lt lt 0 

This is possible by means of integration by parts using the fact that 

(2.13) [bw]~~ = 0, [~v]~~ = 0. 

This is a basic assumption of Hamilton's theory which is not affected by the system being 
conservative or nonconservative. Therefore it is valid here. 

Using (2.12) in (2.11), we have 

~ l ~ I 

(2.14) J I [- ,uvbw- p,wbv]dxdt + b J I [- CXWxxVxx + q(l-x)wxvx-qwxv]dxdt = 0. 
lt 0 lt 0 

Assuming solutions of the form 

(2.15) w = eiwty(x), v = eiw1z(x), 

the variables are separated, and adjointness condition (1.6) is automatically satisfied. Now, 

(2.16) ,uvbw = -e2 iwt,uw2zby, 

(2.17) p,wbv = - e2 iwt ,uw2ybz. 
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With (2.15)-(2.17) Eq. (2.14) changes into 

~ I l 

(2.18) J e2 iau dt{J [,uw 2 (y£5z+ z£5y)]dx + £5 J [- (Xy"z" + q(l-x)y'z'- qy'z]dx} = 0. 
ta o o 

This is obviously equal to 

t2 I 

(2.19) J e2 irot dt{£5 J [,uw 2yz- (Xy"z" +q(l-x)y'z' -qy'z]dx} = 0. 
,, 0 

Since (2.19) shall hold for any interval of time t 1 - t 2 , this can only be true if 

I 

(2.20) £5 J [,uw 2yz- (Xy"z" + q(l-x)y'z' -qy'z]dx = 0. 
0 

Introducing the functional 

(2.21) 

with the density 

I 

H* = J :Kdx, 
0 

(2.22) :K = -t-tw2yz+(Xy"z" -q(l-x)y'z' +qy'z, 

(2.20) can be changed into 

2.23) £5H* = 0. 

This variational principle will be used in the following as a foundation for calculating the 
eigenvalues of (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3), (1.4) by means of a direct method. 

3. Hybrid Ritz equations 

Let 

(3.1) 

The coordinate functions 1Jli and l/Ji in the expansions (3.1) are supposed to be admissible 
functions satisfying the boundary conditions (1.2) and (1.4), respectively. 

Using (3.1) in (2.21), (2.22), condition (2.23) can be replaced by 

oH* 
-- = 0 i = 1, 2, 3, ... 

oci ' 
(3.2) 

Carrying out this operation, 

I 

(3.3) };ri.f[-t-tw21Jlil/J1 +(X1Jli'l/Jj'-q(l-x)1Jl;l/Jj+q1Jl~<f>1]dx = 0, i,j = 1, 2, 3, ... 
i 0 

is the result. (3.3) is the system of the so-called hybrid Ritz equations. 
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4. Calculation of the buckling load 

The system (3.3) is linear, algebraic, homogeneous, and admits a nontrivial solution 
for the Yi only if 

(4.1) 

when 

(4.2) 

I 

Aij = fl J "Pic/>jdX, 
0 

I 

I 

Bii = ex J "Pi' 4>}' dx, 
0 

cij = J [(l-x)"Pi4>]-"Pi4>j]dx. 
0 

Restricting ourselves to i, j = 1, 2, and using the notations 

G(q) = (Btt -qCll)(B22 -qC22)- (B21 -qC21)(B12 -qC12), 

(4.3) H(q) = -All(B22-qC22)-A22(Bll-qCu)+A12(B2t-qC21)+A21(B12-qC12), 

K(q) = A 11 A22-A21A12, 

(4.1) can be rewritten as 

(4.4) det(-w 2Aii+BiJ-qCii) = F(w2,q) = G(q)+w2H(q)+w4 K(q) = 0. 

F(w~q}=O 

Fro. 3. 

The geometric equivalent of equation F(co 2
, q) = 0 is the eigenvalue curve as shown in 

Fig. 3. The buckling load qcr is obtained from (4.4) and from 

(4.5) 
dq 
dw = 

oFfow2 = 0 
oFfoq ' 

oF 
ow2 = 0, 

respectively. 
Using (4.4), the second condition in (4.5) yields 

(4.6) 
oF 

ow2 = H(q) + 2w2 K(q) = 0. 

Hence 

(4.7) 
2 H(q) 

CO = - 2K(q). 

2* 
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Using (4.7) in (4.4) yields 

(4.8) 4G(q)K(q)-H2 (q) = 0. 

The buckling load qcr can be obtained by solving (4.8) for q. 

5. Numerical example 

The following set of functions 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

2 5qP +24oc 3 3qP +6oc 4 

l/Jt = X - 3/(qJ3 + 12x) X + 3f2(qf3 + 12oc) X 

3 7qP+120oc 4 3qf3+36oc 5 

l/J 2 = X - 4/(qP +30oc) X + 4J2(qf3 +20oc) X 

H. H. E. LEIPHOLZ 

has been used for a numerical calculation. The set (5.1) satisfies the boundary conditions 

(5.3) VJi(O) = VJi(O) = tp~'(/) = tpf"{l) = 0, i = 1, 2, 

corresponding to (1.2). The set (5.2) satisfies the boundary conditions 

(5.4) l/Ji(O) = l/Ji(O) = ljJ';(l) = ljJ~"(l)-!LljJi(l) = 0, i = 1, 2, 
QC 

corresponding to (1.4). Hence the functions in (5.1) and (5.2) are admissible. The rather 
elementary calculation consists in determining the quantities (4.2) by means of (5.1), 
(5.2), and then G, H and K according to (4.3). 

Finally, (4.8) can be solved for q which yields 

(5.5) 

The corresponding square of the critical frequency follows from (4.7) as 

(5.6) w;r = 128.46 #~4 • 

The result (5.5)_ is in satisfactory agreement with the buckling load 

calculated in [2] by means of Galerkin's method. 
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6. Convergence 

Integration by parts applied to (3.3) yields 
I 

(6.1) }; YiJ { -p,w2"Pi+rx"Pt + [q(l-x)"Pil' +q1pl}lj>idx = 0, 
i 0 

901 

which is the system of hybrid Galerkin's equations. Since (3.3) and (6.1) are completely 
equivalent under the assumption that "Pi satisfies all boundary conditions in (1.2) and l/>1 

likewise in (1.4), (6.1) can be used for convergence considerations in place of (3.3). This 
has already been done in [3]. The result was that the method is convergent. 
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